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The Ad Hoc Night System has been designed 
with the purpose of offering a tailored wardrobe, 
made accordingly to the specifications of 
every single customer. Everyone can be free 
to design his own individual space, creating 
around an intimate and elegant surrounding.
Far from being a ready-made piece of furniture, 
Ad Hoc Night System fully embraces a functional 
storage design, where every single detail is 
customizable.
Its characteristics allow it to be a unique product.
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CUSTOMISATION BY THE MILLIMETER
Ad Hoc is a dynamic system that offers maximum flexibility in terms of dimensional 
variations.
Ad Hoc Night System is designed to the millimeter according the available space; 
height, width and depth are flexible.
Standard measures will not be a design constraint anymore, thus unleash your creativity.

WIDTHS
The width of the structures is divided 
into 4 ranges delimited by “standard” 
measures (250, 445, 605, 925, 1245 mm).
Within each range the structures 
can be customised by the millimeter 
at no extra costs.

AD HOC TECHNICAL DATA

from 2000 mm

from 250 mm

to 3100 mm

to 1245 mm

HEIGHTS
The height of the structures is 
divided into 3 ranges delimited 
by “standard” measures (2000, 
2400, 2800, 3100 mm).
Within each range the structures 
can be customised by the millimeter 
at no extra costs.
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Ad Hoc presents itself with a wide selection 
of finishes: wood veneer (primary and plus 
category), matt or glossy lacquered, glass 
(primary, plus and top category), leather 
(real leather and ecoleather) without forgetting 
the melamine in various finishes.

AD HOC   WARDROBE
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“Frame” is a framed glass door. Its peculiarity 
is the 180-degree opening angle, obtained 
only through two hinges which are positioned 
on the top and bottom of the door and are 
anchored to the edge of the side. This confers 
aesthetic cleanness to the side since no hinges 
are fixed on it. The structure of the frame is 
varnished in dark brown finish and the handle 
is built-in the door frame. The door comes in 
all types of transparent and stopsol glass.

HINGED DOOR
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“Edge” is a plain door characterised by a 
vertical handle profile varnished either in 
dark brown or in matt lacquered finishes, 
positioned along the door’s edge. The door 
is available in all types of wood veneer, in 
matt or glossy lacquered finishes, in all types 
of mirror and back lacquered glass, in leather 
or ecoleather.

HINGED DOOR
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The Ad Hoc structure and sides are available 
in the following finishes: primary wood veneer, 
plus wood veneer and melamine. The outer 
parts of the external sides are matt or glossy 
lacquered, melamine or wood veneer in 
several finishes. The internal equipment’s 
finish is compliant with the structure and all 
the aluminium parts are in dark brown finishes. 

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNAL EQUIPMENT
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The tray for trousers and skirt rack is 
characterised by an aluminium frame in 
dark brown finish. The type of hangers can 
be chosen according to the specific needs.
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The glass shelf consists of an aluminium frame 
in dark brown finish. It has a built-in led lighting 
system. The glass top is available in different 
transparent glass finishes.
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The Ad Hoc wooden chest of drawers can 
be customised in width without any surcharge 
for the cut and can be hung or laid on a 
base.
Its structure is available in wood veneer or 
in melamine. The drawers’ fronts can be in 
wood veneer, matt or glossy lacquered, leather 
or ecoleather and in melamine.
Two types of drawers can be installed: 160 
mm or 320 mm fronts height. The interior part 
of the drawer is in melamine with leather finishes.
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The chest of drawers can have the built-in 
lighting system applied to the top edge.
Horizontal handle in dark brown metal finish.
The drawers have full extension concealed 
slides with soft closing system.
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The hive storage is available in wood veneer 
and in melamine and can be reduced in width 
and depth.
The hive structure can be placed between 
two shelves or between the top of the chest 
of drawers and an upper shelf.
There are two types of hive storage:  2-levels 
and 3-levels.
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Small but spacious trays are available for the 
hive storage. They are entirely upholstered in 
fabric and enriched with leather handle.
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The drawers’ accessories allow to maximize 
and rationalize the inner storage capacity. 
They are made up of trays in leather or ecoleather 
enriched with storage compartments in the 
same material.
Leather can be chosen among then 200 colours.
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Ad Hoc walk-in closet is the perfect synthesis 
between a decorating panelling system and 
a functional storage unit.
It represents a new idea of walk-in closet without 
vertical sides or vertical metal interruptions and 
characterised by wooden panelling.
The result is a clean and sophisticated view: 
continuous horizontal surface with shelves, 
rods and chest of drawers to create different 
configurations according to personal needs.
Its width and height can be completely 
customized by the millimeter.
Drawers and hives can be installed on the 
base or suspended on the panelling.
Thanks to the careful design all the metal 
fixings are hidden.

AD HOC  WALK-IN CLOSET
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The warmth of wood can be combined with 
other materials such as natural leather fronts 
or glass tops for hives, and the top lighting 
improves your view inside the drawer.
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Every single drawer can be completed with 
storage trays and many different accessories 
carefully covered in leather or ecoleather to 
have a richer and more sophisticated effect.
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Jewels, sunglasses and other accessories, 
each of them can be stored in its own and 
precious container. The bottom of drawer 
can be upholstered in soft natural leather 
or ecoleather.
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The integrated light enhances the beauty of 
the equipment, creates an elegant effect 
and facilitates the visibility.
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Hangers and rods in dark painted beech 
with Starset logo are refined and very useful.
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The storage boxes complete the Ad Hoc interior 
equipment with style, they are available in 
different sizes, upholstered in fabric with belt 
and a handle in leather to match the other 
accessories of the collection.
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AD HOC  FINISHES

5L91
Rovere Cipro

Extra light
transparent

Natural Oak Bronze stopsol

Heat treated 
Oak

Dark browm

Bronze stopsol
back lacquered

MELAMINE GLASS - PRIMARY CATEGORY

WOOD VENEER - PRIMARY CATEGORY GLASS - PLUS CATEGORY

WOOD VENEER - PLUS CATEGORY

METAL

GLASS - TOP CATEGORY

5L89
Atelier  Notte

Fumé
transparent

Grey
painted Oak

Fumé stopsol

Extralight colour
back lacquered

5L93
Atelier Caramel

Bronze
transparent

Tobacco
painted Oak

American Walnut Fumé stopsol
back lacquered

5L94
Atelier Alabaster

Natural mirror

Black 
painted Oak

5L92
Rovere Brest

Bronz mirror Fumé mirror
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BIANCA  ECOLEATHER

B/200 Neve

B/205 Bordeaux

B/210 Ghiaccio

B/202 Corda

B/207 CammelloB/206 Cotto

B/212 Elefante

B/201 Lino

B/211 Grafite

B/203 Tortora

B/208 Caffè

B/213 Avio

B/204 Fango

B/209 Bruno 

B/214 Notte
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AD HOC LEATHER

5002

5122

6238

5121

5203

6218

5072

6212

5055

6113

6340

5230

Any colour available on request

5236

5061

5141

5318

5062

Nero

6160
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